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About This Content

Add nervous_testpilot's "Music for Code EP" to Frozen Synapse plus get MP3 and FLAC downloads.

Music for Code is an exploration of several variations on nervous_testpilot's electronica sound, incorporating lo-fi glitchy tones
as well as expressive complex synthesis.

Consists of 5 tracks.

1. Why You Got to Be 03:50
2. Make the Symbols Work 05:18

3. Music for Code 05:38
4. Wishbone 04:52
5. I Thought 02:23
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Let's Draw is a drawing game where you can draw whatever you want or you can draw over one of three templates.

I've explained the whole game in one sentence; that's all there is to it. You have so much more utility in Paint on your computer
than this game. You can do this for free on any computer with Paint. Also, you'd probably have more fun painting in real life
than this, so there's two much better alternatives than this game. Don't waste your time or money on this.. It's sad that not that
many people even know this game exists. Honest Description for buyers. It's a very interactive story. Much better than most
others you may have tried.
I REALLY enjoyed it. It isn't very difficult or long, but it's also longer than other stories, so that's good. It has a little Myst-like
vibe, and a really unique gaming method. Some graphical elements in this were also kind of groundbreaking, being better than
other titles that attempted the same thing. Definitely thought it was good.. This game is very bad and doesn't even open.. This
game plays as if it was created by a 13 year old pubescent virgin. The cut scenes appear to be thrown together; graphics were
crappy, dialogue was poorly written, and the voice acting was attrocious (almost sounds like the voices were computer generated
as opposed to being voiced by a real human). The gameplay was bland, combat felt clunky with the keyboard and mouse, but
improves with a controler. I'd say that the controller support is one of the few highlights of the game. It's clear that this game
had a low budget. Low budget games don't have to be bad. I've played plenty of low budget games that had incredible gameplay
and imaginitive stories (vvvvvv is one that comes to mind). It sort of feels like dead mage blew the entire budget on graphics at
the expense of every other aspect of game play. I realize that I probably spent more time downloading this game than actually
playing it; however, if someone had a gun to my head forcing me to play this game or die, I'd probably rip the gun out of my
captor's hands and take my own life.. it has the ocasionaly annoyance of geting shot trough walls... but it's pretty well presented
and i enjoyed the story. Missions will be pretty straight forward... i mean... it is a shooter, and it is war.. not much for you to do
besides killing right? but i enjoyed how you get amushed, you ambush enemies and how YOU have to be aware of traps in the
jungle. Those traps they show on the annoying tutorial? yea, it's good to remenber because they to mark their traps, but you have
to look for the marks. For an 11 year old game.. Holds itself quite nicely
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awersome!!!!!!. Despite how fun this game is, the Devs are not at all interested in exceeding or even reaching the baseline
potential this game has. They have a list of excuses but have nothing to blame but themselves. They consistently berate their fans
for even slight criticisms and continously treat actual customers AND dedicated fans like livestock or worse, and show zero
empathy for people who actually spent their hard earned money on the game for themselves an\/or their friends and family to
enjoy.
The game feels really great to immerse yourself in and the core game design is unparalleled, and yet the actual bugs and shallow
development to fix the game or even bother building the game to the proclaimed standards the Devs themselves spoke about
being confirmed as features with actual hard deadlines make me feel like I got scammed.
I have over 1000 hours (1163) played. I wouldn't recommend it at all. Buy it used or on sale if you want, otherwise you will feel
like you got scammed too. If you really are curious at least watch some UNEDITED footage of people playing the game. Not
some theatrical highly edited production of someone doing a machinima\/skit in Dayz, but actual hardcore unedited gameplay.
Most of the new customers who get into this game are hypnotized by the community who produces videos about the game, but
99% of the Dayz community videos are roleplaying videos which are rehearsed, edited, and pure theater. If you play the game
on a regular server the chances you encounter hackers, or lag\/desync, or some other disappointing bug with DayZ is extremely
likely whether you're a hardcore gamer or a casual.\ufeff

This game started out at $19.99, and climbed to $59.99. It should have started at $15.00 and gone down to $10.00 according to
the Developers goals, promises, deadlines, lies, and overall community management with their lack of work ethic.
Don't believe any of the paid shills who will tell you the common rhetoric such as: "DayZ never made any hard deadlines",
"DayZ didn't confirm that feature or promise anything", "DayZ doesn't owe you anything if you pay for early access that doesn't
give you the right to criticize the Devs".
The entire purpose of Early Access is to essentially become an unpaid Alpha\/Beta tested and contribute on the forums and
social media for the developers to engage your feedback and reports about the development. They refuse to acknowledge that
not only are we paying customers but actually working on the game too by submitting logs, archiving errors and glitches and
bugs, providing commentary and feedback, and contributing to the game itself with original ideas, not to mention all the players
who produce mods and host servers and do community events like Twitch and other virtual groups where communities come
together.
I have a Steam Library of a Modest 20-25 games right now. DayZ is probably my favorite Game in my library to be honest. I'll
say it again, I wouldn't recommend DayZ. It would hardly be worth it for $10.. Playtime is actually closer to 100 minutes but the
last damn card would not ♥♥♥♥ing drop for anything so I left it running for a bit then forgot about it.

Anyway, the game. It's a very basic VN with one choice to make so really it's more like a picture book which a lot of VN's are.
The story had me hooked and I do like that it was a more serious topic but told in a witty, light hearted way.

Great art, great music, great read! Thumbs up!. This game is great fun, when you have people round. ughhhhh.
ughhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.. I played a ton of this 20 years ago. This was the proper conglomerate simulator - you start off with a
pile of cash and start setting up firms. You could choose to simply be an import shop that sold port goods to local cities, you
could start vertically integrating up the manufacturing chain to source raw materials and build factories to get your product to
market, you could start horizontally integrating to buy out your opponents and achieve 100% market share in various goods. If
you don't know much about business this is a solid game for you - I believe some of the marketing spiel for this game talked
about how it was used at Harvard Business to illustrate basic business concepts. At its time it was one of the most complex and
enjoyable simulators on the market

There are lots of silly little simplifications for the model - all labor is paid the same whether or not they're cashiers at the
department store or researchers in a R&D lab, for example. Your 'department stores' can only sell 4 things maximum. But hey,
20 year old DOS game.

Here's hoping CapII makes it onto steam (much better UI), or better yet the guy who made the games makes a CapIII.

EDIT: One sad thing about this game being on Steam and not on a box on a shelf is that the boxed shelf version came with a
gigantic manual hundreds of pages long explaining how the business model in the game worked and how each firm and logical
block in each firm interacted, as well as an enormous index of every product in the game and its supply chain and logistical
requirements. It's all info you can get in game, of course, but that manual was something to behold way back when.. This game
isn't as good as I hoped. You will die if you try to melee a zombie and guns are extremly hard to find and only have a certain
amount of bullets.
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